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We consider a system of three autonomous ordinary differential equations model- 
ing two competing species for aprey resource. We obtain a simple criterion in terms 
of the specific growth of the prey for there to be an asymptotically stable equr- 
librium. In aspecial case, we show that aHopf btfurcation ab ut hts equilibrium 
could occur. Inanother special case we show that he interior equilibrmm could be 
globally asymptotically stable. Theresults aretllustrated by a numerical example. 
Finally rtis shown that in the general case, not all competition models posess the 
properties described in this paper. :C 1989 Academic press. hc
1. INTRODUCTION 
Ever since the classical paper of McGehee and Armstrong [IS], there has 
been considerable int rest in models of two predators competing for a 
single r newable resource (prey), particularly with respect to the question 
of stable coexistence (se , e.g., [2, 5, 73). 
In this paper we are interested in this question. We show that in certain 
classes of models (not including thetype considered in [S] )such stable 
coexistence can occur, due to a locally stable equilibrium, a Hopf bifurca- 
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tion, or uniform persistence. I  thefirst case we also give criteria forthe 
interior equilibrium to beglobally as mptotically stable using aLiapunov 
function similar to those used in [4, 61. 
In the 2-dimensional caseof a predator-prey system graphical riteria 
have been given for determining thestability of he positive equilibrium 
[3, 9, 10, 111. A partial extension of these criteria is determined forthe 
3-dimensional models considered h re. 
2. THE MODEL 
We consider asa model two predators competing for a single prey 
resource the system of autonomous ordinary differential equ tions 
f=xf(x, Y,, Y,, 4 
Pl = Y&,(X* Yl? Y2) 
92 = Y*g,k Yl7 Y2h (2.1) 
where x(0) 20, y,(O) > 0, i = 1,2, and . = d/dt. Throughout, we assume 
that f, g, E C’ in the positive orthant ofx - y1 - y, space, and for K> 0. 
The following assumptions i dicate thnature of the xand yz populations, 
i.e., that x represents a prey and y,, y2 represent predator populations in 
competition for that prey, where byJr we mean af/dx, etc.: 
f,(x, 090, K)G0, fy,b Yl, Yr, a < 05 x>o, i= 1,2; (2.2) 
g,(O, Yl9 Y2) <o, &“,(A Yl> Y,)GO, dy2 + & ’ 0 
gl,(x,yl,O)>O, g2,(x,0,yd>0, (x,yl,y2)~IntR:, i,j=L2.
(2.3) 
The next set of assumptions i dicate thfact that, inthe absence ofpreda- 
tion, the prey can grow to its carrying capacity, K: 
fut o,o, K)>O> f(K,O, 0 K)=O. (2.4) 
The above conditions areanalogous to conditions given in [S] to describe 
such systems. 
In the next four sections we describe f and analyze special cases of 
system (2.1). 
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3. LOCAL STABILITY 
In this ection, we consider a special case of system (2.1) ofthe form 
i=xF(x, Y,, ~2, K) 
PI= Y~G,(x, ~1) 
?;z = y,GAx, ~21, (3.1 1 
and hypotheses (2.2)-(2.4) are assumed to apply with the appropriate 
changes in notation. I  addition we assume for all y, 20 there xists 
L,(y,)>O such that 
G,(&(Y,), Y,)=@ i= 1, 2. (3.2) 
The above imply that he functions A, :R+ -+ R + are uniquely determined, 
increasing, a d in the C’ class. 
Assume that he curve 
I’= {lx, 1’1, y ):G,b, y )=O, G,(x, yz)=O} 
is not the mpty set and intersects the surface F(x, y,, y2, K) = 0 at a point 
E = (x*(K), y:(K), y:(K)) for any given K > 0. Thus, E is an equilibrium of 
system (3.1) inthe positive orthant, x*(K)>O, y:(K)>0 (i= 1, 2), K>O. 
It is reasonable to assume that for each K > 0 the surface 
F(x, yi, yZ, K) =0 divides the positive orthant ofx- y, - y, space into 
two disconnected parts, one of them (near the origin) being bounded. For 
each K > 0 the intersection of thelevel surface F =0 with the coordinate 
plane x- y, may be assumed to be the graph of a function which as a 
single maximum in the interval 0 <x 6 K (see [9]). As K is increased w  
visualize that he surface F= 0 is getting more and more fat (see Fig. 1and 
2). However, the following theorems hold true ven if the pictures given in 
these figures are not valid. 
THEOREM 3.1. If the equilibrium E ofsystem (3.1) isin the interior of the 
positive orthant and F, < 0 at E, then E is asymptotically stable. 
Note that his is a partial generalization of theRosenzweig-MacArther 
criterion t  three dimensions (see 119-111). TheRosenzweig-MacArther 
criterion in two dimensions says that for predator-prey systems with aver- 
tical predator isocline, f the intersection of soclines occurs where the prey 
isocline s strictly increasing (decreasing), then the resulting equilibrium is 
unstable (asymptotically stable). A complete g neralization is not possible 
in the general case, asit will be seen in Section 5.
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FIG. 1. Intersection of thesurfaces G,(x, y,) = G2(x, yz) =0. 
ProoJ The characteristic equation is
A3 + n’( -XC - Y, G,, - Y&J 
+~LxF~(Y,G,,,+Y~Gz~~)+Y~Y~G~~,G~~~-Y,xF~,G~,- y,xF,,G2J 
+YIY~x(F,,G,,G,,+F,,G,,G,,,-F,G,,,G,,,)=O, (3.3) 
where all functions are evaluated atE = (x*, yr, ~2). By hypotheses 
FIG. 2. Typical surface F(x, y,, y2) =0 together with its intersection with 
G,(x, YI I= Gz(x, YZ) =0. 
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(2.2)(2.4) and(3.2), ifF, < 0 then all the coefficients are positive. The 
Routh-Hurwitz criterion (see [12, p. 571) requires 
(-ylGi,., - Y,G~,,Kx~F.~-+ ~1 Y&$&) + ~bf’,.,G.G,q 
+ J’:xF,.,G~A.~ > xf-,C(y,G,,,, + ~zGz,.,)~ 
- (ylxF,,G,,+ wf’,.,G,x)l. (3.4) 
By conditions (2.2)-(2.4) the left-hand si e is positive, and if F, < 0, then 
the right-hand si e is either negative or zero. This proves the theorem. 
F, 60 is a suffkient condition for stability. The equilibrium E stays 
stable for suffkiently small positive values of F, by continuity. Let us 
introduce th notations: 
a,(K) = - J’:(K) x*W)F,., (x*(K), y?(K), .v:(K), G,, (x*(K), .v:(K)) 3 o, 
b,(K) = - J?WG,,; (-u*(K), y:(K)) 2 0, 
,-(W = -y*(K)F, (x*(K), y?;(K), y;(K), K) (i' 1, 2). 
The actual conditions fortability are xpressed in the following. 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf 
a,b,+a,b, -zb,b2>0, (3.5) 
a, + a2 + b, - -‘(b, + b2) > 0, (3.6) 
b, +b,-z>o, (3.7) 
(b, +b2)z2-[(b, +b,)*+a,+a,]2+b,b,(b, +b2)+u,b, +u2bz>0,(3.8) 
then the equilibrium E of system (3.1) isasymptotically stable. 
Proof: Inequalities (3.5)-(3.7) express the conditions f positivity of the 
coefficients n thepolynomial (3.3) (starting with the constant term), and 
(3.8) isa transcription of (3.4). 
4. HOPF BIFURCATION 
In this ection we consider another special case of system (3.1), namely 
.t=xF(x, Y,, ~2, K) 
II = Y,G,(x) 
92= Y,Gz(x, ~219 (4.1 1 
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where hypotheses (2.2)-(2.4) withthe appropriate notation changes 
continue tohold and where E continues to exist. 
If we consider the carrying capacity K as a bifurcation parameter we may 
ask whether there will be a bifurcation at some value of K and under what 
conditions will it be a Hopf bifurcation? T  have a Hopf bifurcation by 
increasing, saythe value of K it is necessary ndsufficient thaone of 
(3.6)-(3.8) getsviolated first while (3.5), expressing thepositivity of he 
constant term in (3.3), remains valid. 
For system (4.1), G ,, = 0, i.e., b = 0, and the curve G,(x) =
GZ(x, y2) =0 is a “horizontal” straight line in x - y, - y, space parallel to 
the y, axis, and the x* and y: coordinates of the point E are constants 
(i.e., they are independent of K). Theorem 3.1 is, of course, valid, and the 
conditions i  Theorem 3.2 reduce to 
alb2>0, (4.2) 
a, +a,-zb,>O, (4.3) 
b,-z>O, (4.4) 
b2z2 - (b: + a, + a2)z + a,b, > 0. (4.5) 
If E remains inthe interior of the positive orthant then (4.2) isalways 
valid. Thus, if there is a generic bifurcation in the interior of the positive 
orthant then it is a Hopf bifurcation. 
We illustrate the above by an example. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the system 
R = x(K- x - (y, + 2y2)/2(x + 1)) 
j~=y~(-1+9~/8(~+1)), 
ljz=y2(-1+4x/(x+ l)-y2). 
The equilibria a e 
E, = (8,18(K- 8), 0); J% = (~2 3 0, ~22 19 
where (x2, y,,) is the solution of 
(K-x)(x+ l)=y,, 4x-(l+J1J(x+l)=O, 
and 
E(K) = (8, 18K- 1342/9,23/9). 
(4.6) 
It is easy to see that all the conditions f persistence (Bl)-(B4) and (4.2) 
of [5] are satisfied if 8,284 <K. E, is asymptotically stable for the system 
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restricted to the x - y , plane for 8.284 < K < 17 and it undergoes a Hopf 
bifurcation at K = 17. Note that at K = 17 we have F,(E,, 17) =0 (cf. the 
Rosenzweig-McArthur criterion [ 111). E, is asymptotically stable for the 
system restricted o the x - y, plane for all K > 8.284. Further. 
F, = - 1 + (y, +2y,)/2(x + I)*, F,, = - 1/2(.x + l), F,? = - I/(x + I 1. 
G,, =9/8(x + l)*, G,, =4/(x + l)*, GzYz = - 1. All the conditions 
(2.2)-( 2.4) and (3.2) are valid (the last one only in the interval 0 < y2 < 3, 
but the third coordinate of E(K) is always p which is in the interval). If 
K = 17 then F.JE(K),K)=O. 
The conditions f asymptotic stability (4.2)(4.5) are, respectively: 
8.284 <K; K < 17.500; 
K < 19.875; K2-37.523K$ 349.041>0. 
The roots of the left-hand si e of the last inequality are 17.043 and 20.480. 
Thus, the last inequality can be replaced by 
K < 17.043. 
The conclusion is that E(K) is asymptotically stable for 
8.284 < K < 17.043 and undergoes a Hopf bifurcation at K = 17.043. In par- 
ticular, E(K) remains a ymptotically stable inthe interval 17 <: K< 17.043 
where already F,(E(K), K)> 0. 
5. A COUNTEREXAMPLE IN THE GENERAL CASE 
Theorem 3.1 is not valid ingeneral for systems odeling the competition 
of two predators forasingle prey. As a counterexample consider the system 
in which each predator influences the birthrate of the other directly and
negatively, modeled by 
k==F(x, 1’1, ~2, K) 
ji = Y,G,(x, .vz) 
P, = vv2G2k .v,), (5.1) 
assuming 
F.,r ~0, G,, > 0, G, (0, Y ) < 0, G,, d 0; (5.2) 
G:.vZ + G:.v, > 0; x,,x,>o, G (x,,0)=G2(x2,0)=0; (5.3) 
F(O, 0.0, K) > 0, F-x(x, 0, 0, K) G 0, F(K,O,O,K)=O. (5.4) 
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Assume that here exists E= (x*, y:, yf) with positive coordinates satisfy- 
ing 
F(x*, Y:, Y:, W=G,(x*, y:)=G2(x*, y:)=O. 
The characteristic equation atE is 
+ YI ~24 -F?,, G~glGzr -&GlxG~y, +I;lrG,.v&)=O. (5.5) 
If F, < 0, then the constant term of (5.5) isnegative. If E;lr >O, then the 
coefficient of A2is negative. In both cases at least one eigenvalue has
positive real part, and E is unstable. If F,= 0, a borderline case may arise. 
However, since in this case the constant term is negative, z ro is not an 
eigenvalue, and since the coefficient of A2 is zero, atleast one real part must 
be positive. Thus, E is unstable in all cases. 
It is interesting o ote that for system (5.1) condition (4.2) of [S] 
cannot hold. In fact, wemay assume without loss of generality thatxi < x2 
in (5.3), and this implies 0 =G2(x2, 0)> G2(x,, 0)> G2(x,, y ,) where 
y,,>Ois defined byF(x,,y,,,O,K)=O. 
6. GLOBAL STABILITY 
Here we consider the case where we assume (2.2t(2.4) and(3.2), and 
that F(x, y,, y2) takes a special form leading tothe system 
P2 = ~2 G2h ~2 1, (6.1) 
h(0) >0, h’(x) < 0, h(K) =0. Such a form of F(x, y,, r2) corresponds to 
those considered in examples toillustrate esults in [S] and many of the 
references therein. Previously, for systems ofthis type criteria forlocal 
asymptotic stability havebeen given. However, wewill obtain criteria for
global symptotic stability for this ystem. 
As in [S], it is straightforward to show that all solutions f (6.1) initiat- 
ing in the nonnegative cone are bounded. However, asin [4], we require 
a region of attraction; d c RI such that all solutions i itiating in d 
remain in ZZ’ for all positive time, and all other solutions e ter d in finite 
time and remain there. 
Assume that IG,(O, ri)l is bounded, and 
G,(O,O)<O, G,(K O)>O, Gcy,k YJ < 0, i= 1, 2. (6.2) 
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Let 
M,= sup (.4x) -XC, (0, J’, )X i= 1, 2. (6.3 
O<r8K,OCy,<z 
Then d= {(x, y,, y,):O<x<K,O~x+kk,y,~ -M,/G,(O,O), i=1,2 
satisfies th  requirements. This can be seen in the following way. We hav 
.i <xh(x); it follows from here asily that x(0) <K implies x(t) < K, t > 0. 
From the first and the second equation f(4.1) wehave 
Hence 
x(t) + k, y,(t) < - MJG,(O, 0) 
+ (x(O) + kl ~~(0) + M,IG,(O, 0)) exp(G,(O, )t). 
If x(0) +k, y,(O) < - M,/G,(O, 0) then x(t) + k, y,(t) < - M,/G,(O, 0) for 
t > 0 (since Gr(0, 0) < 0). The argument isthe same for i= 2. The attrac- 
tivity of& is clear. 
We now define the function I/(x, y , yz) by 




G,(L Y:) GAL Y;) 
.x* G,(L Y:) - G,(O, yl*) + GAL Y:) - GAO, Y:) I 
4 
+ hb, - Y? - Y? Wh?)l + Mv2 - Y? - Y: ln(y2/y:)l, (6.4) 
where ,5(x*, yr, y:) is the quilibrium. Notethat V(x, y,, J*) is a positive 
definite function in the positive orthant about he equilibrium E, which 
becomes infinite on the coordinate planes and at infinity. The derivative 
along solutions, V(x, y, , yz) is 
G,k Y:) GA Y:) 
= G,(x, I’:) - G,(O, Y:) + G,(x, y:) - G,(O, y;) I 
x Cxh(x)-k,~,(G,(x, YI)-G,(O, Y,))--k,y,(Gz(.x, y2)-GAO, yd)l 
+k,(y, -Y:) GI(x, ~,)+k,(y,-yZ)Gd-~ ~2). (6.5 1 
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After some algebraic manipulations, this can be written as
e’(x, Yl, Y*)= -%(x)(x-x*)*--&~ Y,)(X-Xx*)(Y, -YF)
-~02(x,Y2)(x-x*)(Y2-Yy:)--a,*(x,Y,)(Y,-Y:)2 




GI(x, Y:) G,(x, Y:) 
G,(x, Y:) -G,(O, Y:) +G,(x, Y:) -G2(O, Y?) 1 x CWx) -k, y:(G,(x, Y:) - OY:)) 
-k, Y:(GAx, YZ*) - ‘32P3 v:))l 
a,,(~, YI)= -k,(x-x*)-l (y -Y:)-’ 
1 _ GI(-G Y,)-G,(Q ~1)
1 
G2k Y:) 
G,(x, Y:)- G,(Q Y:) + G2b YZ*) - GAO, Y:) 
x Cy:(G,(x, Y:)- G,(O, Y:)) -y,(G,(x, Y,)-G,(O, y ))l 
%2(x, ~2)= -kAx--*I-’ (yz-.I$-’ 
x 1 _ G2(4 ~2) - G2K4 ~2) 1 GI(-T Y:) ‘32(x> Y:) - G2Kh Y:) + GI(x, Y:)- G,(O, Y:) 
x b:(G,(x, Y:) -G,(O, Y:)) - ~2(G,k ~2) - G,(O, ~2))l 
a,,(~, Y,)=-kl(y, - Y:)-’ (G,(x, YI)-G,(x, Y:)) 
a22b4 ~2) = -My, - Y:)-’ (G2b ~2) - G,(x, Y:)). (6.7) 
We now state and prove the main theorem of this ection. 
THEOREM 6.1. Zf 
~2A%dh - 4) - af2all > 0 (6.8) 
whenever (x, y,, y2) EInt d, then E is globally asymptotically stable with 
respect to all solutions i itiating in IntR: . 
Proox Since d is a global ttractor, we may restrict our attention t  
solutions i itiating in Int d. From (6.8), for (x, yl, y2) EInt d, the right- 
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hand side of (6.6) considered as a quadratic form in the variables (X - x* ), 
( y , - y: ), ( y, - y: ) is negative d finite. Hence P(x, yr , y2) is negative 
definite about E and V(x, y,, yZ) is a Liapunov function valid for 
(x, y, , yZ) Ed, proving the theorem. 
Note that since the properties of G, imply a,, > 0, i = 1, 2, then (6.8) 
implies a,> 0. 
Note that relation between the global stability conditions (6.8) onthe 
one hand and the local stability Theorem 3.1 on the other. Let us denote 
the right-hand si e of the first equation i system (6.1) byxF(x, y,, y2). 
The properties of the functions Gi(x, y,*), i = 1, 2, imply that am(x) >0 if 
and only if xF(x, y?, y;)>O for 0 < x<x* and xF(.u, y:, ~5) ~0 for 
.Y* <x < K. The strengthened con ition of Theorem 3.1, 
sign K(-u*, yl*, y?) = sign d(x*F(~*, y:, yT))/ax = _ 1, 
thus implies a,(x) >0 locally, i.e., in a neighborhood f x*. Inversely, 
a&x) >O implies that xF(?s, y:, yf) is locally decreasing at x*, i.e., 
FAX*, Y?, y:1<0. 
We now remark that inequality (6.8) imposes restrictions on thefunc- 
tions which can lead to global asymptotic stability of E. In a similar 
2-dimensional predator-prey system and in a food chain situation, the 
restriction a&x) >0 can be interpreted geometrically (see [4, 61) in terms 
of the prey isocline. 
7. DISCUSSION 
We have looked at several models of two predators competing for one 
prey. We have analyzed cases leading toasymptotic stability, Hopf bifurca- 
tion, and global stability and have given a partial generalization of the
Rosenzweig-MacArthur s ability criterion. 
According to this: ifat the quilibrium of the system we have to compen- 
sate for the increase of the quantity of prey by decreasing the overall quan- 
tity of the two predators in order to preserve the zero specific b rth rate of 
prey (i.e., we are in the region where the saturation is high) then the qui- 
librium isasymptotically stable. We have shown that his condition (in 
contrast to the one predator-one prey case) is not necessary. The equi- 
librium may stay stable even if we are in the region f the Alle’ ffect, i.e., 
the increase of the quantity of the prey is beneficial to its pecific b rthrate. 
By means of a counterexample we have shown that our analysis does not 
apply to all cases. 
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